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Chapter �

Introduction

Ever since man has observed the sky he has tried to get more and more knowledge about the nature of
the contents in the Universe� But we have a fundamental problem� the size of this laboratory� Most
bodies that we wish to investigate are found at large distances� Neglecting the solar system� a real in�
situ measurement in another stellar system will perhaps never be possible� To �nd out what kind of
physical mechanisms lead to the phenomena we see� we have only one tool� the radiation of these objects
in the form of electromagnetic and sometimes partical beams� In addition� the distances are often so
extreme� that even the largest stars with diameters greater than that of Mars� orbit are no resolvable in
our largest telescopes� Only recent observations with state�of�the�art technology made direct imaging of
stars available�

A �rst attempt to understand the physics of the Universe was by measuring the intensity of light�
This has been done for centuries� An extreme example is the visual observation of an exploding star�
a supernova� by Chinese astronomers in the Taurus constellation in ����� Measuring the light intensity
visually in this way can be done with surprisingly high accuracy� For instance� the human eye can detect
variations of as good as a tenth of a magnitude�

A later attempt involved measuring the spectral behavior of light� Since we know that white light is
composed of colors and since Fraunhofer found absorption features in the solar spectrum� we can gain
more information about stars far away by applying the techniques of spectroscopy to them� And after
modern quantum mechanics was developed in the ����s we have a powerful and very succesful tool to
study global as well as localized structures in stellar surfaces or atmospheres�

In actual fact the second attempt is only an extension of the �rst one� A spectrum is just measuring
the light intensity as it depends on the wavelength� Another possibility is using a fundamental property
of light which has been known for some 	�� years� Light can be polarized� Because light is nothing
other than an electromagnetic wave� its electric �eld vectors can oscillate e�g� in one plane� Therefore�
if we observe stars only with respect to their intensity spectra� we ignore a very large portion of the
total information� and it is surprising that it has only been known since ��� that a majority of stars is
partially plane polarized�
Since then� many polarimetric surveys have been done for other objects in the Universe beside stars

�e�g�� planets� comets and galaxies�� For some of those surveys circularly polarized light was also measured�
with considerable success in detecting magnetic �elds�

It is clear that the next step should be from wavelength independent polarization to wavelength de�
pendent spectropolarization� This has been done very little until now and should open a broad window
for obtaining information about stars� especially about early�type stars with their strongly extended
atmospheres� capable of enhanced polarization�
An overview of the spectropolarimetric results of observing and modelling of these stars will be the

content of this report�
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Chapter �

Polarized light in nature

��� Historical background

Polarized light is one of nature�s ultimate phenomena�
A monochromatic� polarized ray cannot be subdivided
into simpler components� no simpler components exist�
The process of analysis can advance no further as far as
anyone knows�
There is much to be gained� however� by consider�

ing how a beam of polarized light behaves and how it
may be depicted� When such a beam encounters a bire�
fringent crystal� a dichroic �lm� or an oblique dielectric
surface� a great variety of behavior depending on the
physical origins or their detection may result�
The history of man�s understanding of polarized light

has been touched on by many authors� e�g�� Preston
�	
�� ���� or Partington �	
�� ��	�� The following
table lists some principal advances �after Shurcli�� 	
��
�����

� 	��
 � Erasmus Bartholinus discovered double re�
fraction�

� 	�
� � Christian Huygens discovered polarization
of light�

� 	��� � Robert Hook suggested that light vibrations
are transverse�

� 	��� � Etienne�Louise Malus discovered polariza�
tion by re�ection�

� 	�	� � David Brewster discovered �Brewster�s
law��

� 	�	� � Augustin Fresnel found that two rays that
are polarized at right angles cannot interfere�

� 	��� � William Nicol invented the Nicol prism�

� 	��� � Michael Faraday discovered the �Faraday
e�ect��

� 	��� � George Stokes invented the four Stokes pa�
rameters�

� 	��� � John Kerr discoverd the �Kerr� e�ect�

� 	�
� � Henri Poincar�e invented the �Poincar�e�
sphere� method�

� 	
�� � Bernard Lyot invented the polarization�
type� narrow�band �lter that now bears his name�

� 	
�� � Hans Mueller invented a phenomenological
approach to problems involving polarized light by
use of � � � matrices�

� 	
�
 � Hall and Hiltner independently discovered
stellar polarization�

��� Mechanisms producing

polarized light

In nature we �nd a number of e�ects which can produce
polarized light� some of high interest for applying in
optical measurements �after Shurcli�� 	
�� �����

� Stark E�ect� If a plasma emits light in the region
of a strong electric �eld F� this light is polarized in
the direction perpendicular to the �eld direction�
Each spectral line is split by the �eld into several
lines� and these exhibit polarization� Light emit�
ted perpendicular to F consists of lines that are
linearly polarized with the electric vibration either
parallel to F �the p�component or perpendicular
to it �the s�component� this is called the trans�
verse Stark e�ect� Light emitted parallel to F is
unpolarized�

� Zeeman e�ect� If a plasma emits light in the re�
gion of a strong magnetic �eld B a typical spectral
line is split into several lines� Light emitted per�
pendicular to B is linear polarized with vibration
direction parallel to B �p�component or perpen�
dicular to B �s�component� this is the transverse
Zeeman e�ect� Light emitted parallel to B is cir�
cularly polarized� this is the longitudinal Zeeman
e�ect�

� Cerenkov e�ect� When relativistic electrons travel
through a medium and move �temporarily faster
than the light velocity in this medium� the ma�
terial will emit light� The wavefront of this light
is conical and each ray is linearly polarized with
the direction of its electric vibration parallel to the
pertinent element of the wavefront�

� Scattering on small particles� If a light beam scat�
ters on small particles �Rayleigh scattering this
beam is polarized� The e�ect is seen as the polar�
ization of the sky and the interstellar medium�

� Cyclotron radiation� If non�relativistic electrons
are captured by a strong magnetic �eld B and spin
around the �eld lines� they emit Bremsstrahlung
which is linearly polarized perpendicular to B� The
beam angle is directly correlated with the kinetic
energy of the electrons�

� Other methods� There are several other e�ects
which can produce polarized light� Brie�y men�
tioned are the Grating plus electron beam �Smith

�
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� Purcell �	
�� ����� the Undulator �Motz et al��
	
�� ��
�� Light from canal rays� and K�capture

of high�energy gamma�rays �Hartwig � Schopper�
	
�
 �����

��� Astronomical polarimetry

According to the above listed polarization e�ects one
can expect several sources of polarization in the Uni�
verse� In this context we can distinguish between
the polarization of extended sources �the Sun� planets�
comets� the interstellar medium� nebulae and galaxies
and point sources �distant stars� A brief list of optical
phenomena which are responsible for observed polar�
ization in astronomical objects is given by Serkowski
�	
�� �����

� re�ection from solid surfaces� moon� Mars� Mer�
cury� minor planets

� scattering by small grains� zodiacal light� comets�
Venus� Jupiter� re�ection nebulae� atmospheres of
late�type stars� spiral galaxies� interstellar polar�
ization of starlight

� scattering by molecules �Rayleigh scattering�
Jupiter and outer planets� Venus

� scattering by free electrons �Thomson scattering�
solar corona� envelopes of early�type stars

� Hanle e�ect �resonance scattering of bound elec�
trons in magnetic �elds� solar chromosphere and
corona

� Zeeman e�ect� sunspots and magnetic stars� inter�
stellar medium

� grey�body magnetoemission� white dwarfs

� gyro�resonance emission� solar chromosphere and
corona

� synchrotron emission� Jupiter� Crab nebula� pul�
sars� galactic background radio emission� radio
galaxies� quasars

For hot stars� mainly those mechanisms play a role
that can survive the tremendous radiation �eld with
temperatures of up to several tens of thousands of de�
grees� These involve mainly Thomson scattering and
the Zeeman e�ect� In late�type stars� dust plays a role�
so that scattering on small grains is not neglegible in
such stars�

This report will concentrate on the polarimetry of hot
stars�
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The Stokes parameters

Most information we can gain about the stars is ob�
tained by measuring their radiation� Because of the
enormous distances� stellar light reaches us in the form
of a parallel bundle of radiation and no two�dimensional
information is obtainable at least in most cases� even if
astronomers may be on the brink of a resolution break
through� The complete description of a stellar beam is
established by the following characteristics�

� the direction of the beam described by its coordi�
nates� e�g�� in the equatorial system� � and ��

� the �ux F of the incoming light� and

� the status of polarization� described by the Stokes
parameters Q�U and V �

The �ux and the polarization are� in general� a func�
tion of the wavelength�

��� Description of polarization

with the Stokes parame�

ters

In 	��� Sir George Stokes introduced the four Stokes
parameters I� Q� U and V to describe polarized light in
an easy way�
One can choose a coordinate system by considering

an electromagnetic wave of a single photon ray � where
the two mutual perpendiculer vectors l and r lies in a
�xed plane and l � r is in the propagation direction of
this wave �Fig� ��	� If furthermore l lies in the plane
of the meridian of an equatorial coordinate system� we
can describe the components of the electric vector E as
a function of time with�

El � El� sin��t� �l ���	

Er � Er� sin��t� �r ����

�To consider a single photon� we have to use expressions
of quantum electro�dynamics� A single photon is only cir�
cularly polarized� which follows from its helicity� The po�
larization vector represents the �spin function� of a photon�
Any polarization can be expressed by two orthogonal po�
larizations in the form of a linear combination of these two
directions where the square of the amplitude of the coe��
cients gives the probabilities for the polarization directions�
The complete discription of a polarized photon is given by
its polarisation matrix �a hermitic tensor of 	nd stage
 with
Lorentz invariant components�

�� � angular frequency� El�� Er� � wave amplitudes�
�l� �r � phases�

E o cos β

E o 
sin

 β

θ

r

l

Figure 	��� Parameters de�ning the polarization of
a simple wave� The light is coming toward us and l
lies in the plane of the meridian of the equatorial co�
ordinate system and directed towards the northern
hemisphere�Serkowski� �����

From these two equations one can see that the vector
E describes an ellipse in the plane of l and r� If � is
the angle between the long axis of the ellipse and the
direction of l� and sin � and cos � are the short and the
long half�axis of the ellipse� respectively� one can de�ne
the Stokes parameters in the following manner �e�g��
Chandrasekhar� 	
�� �	���

I � E�
lo �E�

ro �
p
Q� � U� � V � ����

Q � E�
lo �E�

ro � I cos �� cos �� ����

U � ��El�Er� cos��l � �r � I cos �� sin ������

V � �El�Er� sin��l � �r � I sin ��� ����

Note that for another coordinate system� only �
changes� I and � are invariant with respect to a change
of the coordinate system and hence also Q��U� and V
are invariants�
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��� Properties of Stoke pa�

rameters

Because of the additivity of the Stokes parameters
�Stokes parameters discribing light are sums of the cor�
responding Stokes parameters discribing the �simple
waves� of which the light is composed light can always
be decomposed into two beams�

	� Unpolarized light with Q � U � V � � and

�� fully elliptical polarized light of intensityp
Q� � U� � V ��

The degree of polarization is described by

P �

p
Q� � U�

I
� cos �� ����

and the degree of ellipticity by

Pv �
jV j

I
� sin ��� ����

It is possible to split partially polarized light �V �
� into two beams of fully plane polarized light� The
�rst E vector then makes an angle � to the direction l�
described by Imax� and the second E vector makes an
angle � � 
��� described by Imin�
In the case of electron �Thomson scattering the scat�

tering process changes the length of the electric vector
as described in Fig� ���

I’  = I

I’ = I  cos   2χ

I

I
χ

Figure 	��� The electron scattering process� The in�
tensity of the electric vector is reduced by cos� � for
the component parallel to the scattering plane� The
perpendicular component is unaltered after scatter�
ing� � is the scattering angle�

The degree of polarization after scattering is

P �
I� � Ik
I� � Ik

�
	� cos� �

	 � cos� �
� ���


The polarization position angle� �� is the position of
the maximized electric vector� which gives the direction
of the scattering plane� So one can describe the po�
larization as a �quasi vector� with magnitude P and
direction �� But these parameters �P �� do not follow
normal vector addition and one has to use the Stokes
parameters which add linearly� The Stokes parameters
are sums and di�erences of the intensity of the radi�
ation �eld measured along di�erent axes and one can
understand them in the following way�

� I is the total intensity of the radiation �eld�

� Q is the intensity di�erence between components of
the electric vector along two orthogonal directions�

� U is the intensity di�erence between components
of the electric vector along two orthogonal axes
rotated through ��� from the Q direction�

� V is the intensity di�erence between the left and
right circularly polarized components�
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Polarimetric diagnostics of hot stars

��� Interstellar polarization

After the description of possible intrinsic polarization in
hot�star binaries by Chandrasekhar �	
�� �		� und 	
��
�	��� Hiltner �	
�
 ���� and Hall �	
�
 ���� discov�
ered interstellar linear polarization� The interstellar gas
component consists mainly of atoms� ions and molecules
of hydrogen� Until the discover of interstellar polariza�
tion it was believed that the dust component was spher�
ically symmetric� But it became clear that the degree
of polarization is correlated with the extinction and the
di�erence between the extinction coe cient for two mu�
tually perpendicular oscillating light beams can be up to
�!� The highest degree of polarization lies in the galac�
tic plane and we �nd regions where the polarization
direction is strongly correlated� The variation of the
degree of polarization between ���� 	 ����� "A and 		
is relatively small� In general� P �
 reveals a fairly �at
curve with its maximum between ���� "A and ����"A�
For this dependence� Serkowski �	
�� ���� found an em�
pirical relation between P �
�Pmax and 
max�
 which
is shown as a plot in Fig� ��	�

P �


Pmax
� e����� ln���max���� ���	

Figure ���� Wavelength dependence of interstel�
lar linear polarization of stellar light according to
Serkowsi ��
���

In addition� observations showed that the distribu�
tion of the interstellar polarization is not regular� How�
ever� a maximum is found in the galactic plane and po�
larization vectors are in parts strongly aligned and not
stochastic� This can be understood by the idea that the
polarization is introduced by light which is scattered o�
non�spherical grains which are aligned with the mag�
netic �eld of our galaxy with a strength of some 	���

G�

This means that measurements of stellar polarization
can never neglect the in�uence of the polarization of
the material between the star and the observer� Such
measurements must be corrected for interstellar polar�
ization�

��� Intrinsic linear polariza�

tion� wavelength� and time

dependence

Intrinsic polarization of early�type stars arises mainly
from Thomson �electron scattering �see ��� of stellar
light� The fundamental condition to show any intrin�
sic polarization and#or polarimetric variability is a non
spherical stellar atmosphere� If spherical geometry pre�
vails� all polarization due to Thomson scattering cancels
out� But if any deviation from a radial sphere exists
�e�g�� an equatorial disk or localized regions of higher
ionic or atomic density� so called blobs� or only density
enhancement above the equator an observer should be
able to detect intrinsic polarization�

Chandrasekhar �	
�� �		� predicted intrinsic polar�
ization values for a stellar disk to be zero at the center
and as high as � 		! at the limb� The electric vector
is then vibrating tangentially to the stellar surface� To
estimate the asymmetric geometry of the star�envelope
system via spectropolarimetry one has to consider the
expected degree of polarization�

Polarization in early�type stars often yields intrinsic
variability in time and sometimes with wavelengths�

�A� Wavelength dependence

Nordsieck et al� �	

� ���� showed four di�erent
explanations how the observed polarization becomes
wavelength dependent and also Schulte�Ladbeck et al�
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�	

� ���� gave a brief explanation for this behavior
and the physical reasons�

If the star and the scattered light are both in the
observer�s beam� and the polarized scattered light Lscat
is small compared to the direct unpolarized starlight L�
�Fig� ���� the observed degree of polarization pobs is

pobs � p��Lscat��L� � Lscat ����

�
$

��
pmaxg��s�	� sD�r sin

��� ����

where $ is the solid angle subtended at the star by the
scatterer� pmax is the polarization near � � 
�

�� g��
is the scattering e ciency� s is the scattering optical
depth� and D�r is the geometry dilution due to the
�nite star size�

Figure ���� Intrinsic polarization from circumstellar
envelopes �Nordsieck et al�� ����

Figure ��� illustrates the four basic ways of making
pobs wavelength dependent�

�a Unpolarized light Ldil not originating in the star
�e�g�� nebular emission from circumstellar mate�
rial dilutes the polarized light�

pobs � p��Lscat��L� � Lscat � Ldil� ����

where Ldil�
 is wavelength dependent�

�b Absorptive opacity may reduce scattered light
more than direct starlight�

pobs � 	� a�
 ����

and we observe polarization with features that are
weak or do not exist in the stellar spectrum�

�c Di�erent illumination geometry in di�erent wave�
lengths �e�g�� due to limb darkening�

pobs � D�
 sin���
� ����

Figure ��	� Sources of spectropolarimetric features
�Nordsieck et al�� ����

�d The scattering process may itself be wavelength
dependent� e�g�� due to dust or atomic scattering�

pobs � pmax�
g��� 
s�
� ����

However� this is ruled out for hot stars� due to the
�grey� Thomson�scattering process�

According to Brown � McLean �	
�� �
�� an axisym�
metric scattering envelope leads to

pobs � s�	� �� sin
� i� ����

where � is an envelope shape factor �for a spherical en�
velope � � 	#�� � � � �	 for a �at �oblate disk� i is the
inclination� and s � �T

R
V
Ne�RdV � with the electron

density distribution Ne�R� The Thomson�scattering
cross section is wavelength independent and the scat�
tering process does not alter the scattered spectrum�

Chandrasekhar suggested that the best condition for
observable polarization from the limbs of early�type
stars should be the symmetry breaking e�ect of the
eclipse by a companion� This phenomenon has been
reported by Robert et al� �	

� ��
� and extended by
St�Louis et al �	

� ��
� for theWR binary V���Cygni�

Schulte�Ladbeck et al� gave an example for wave�
length dependence �cf� Fig� ��� for the WR star
EZCMa�
To consider the di�erent aspects of wavelength depen�

dence she split the WR star into three di�erent zones�
a continuum�forming region� a line�emitting region� and
an electron�scattering region� If we suppose that the
scattering events happen close to the star� whereas the
emission line forming region is at large distances� then
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the line polarization is almost zero� recombination emis�
sion is unpolarized and the radiation is emitted far from
the scattering electrons� The result is a reduced level of
polarization in the emission lines� Because of this dilu�
tion e�ect it is necessary to treat the continuum and line
forming regions together with the scattering regions�

Figure ��� presents a sketch of a radiatively driven
WR wind with an equatorial material enhancement� If
di�erent lines are formed in di�erent radii �this is a rea�
sonable assumption� as we will see later� then they will
also show di�erent amounts of polarization� The geom�
etry of the continuum and line scattering regions is the
same and their co�linear polarization vectors lie perpen�
dicular to the equatorial plane� In the Q�U diagram of
Fig� ���� the polarization at di�erent wavelengths will
follow a straight line� This is valid for the continuum as
well as for the lines if there is no interstellar polarization
component� The correction for interstellar polarization
is possible with the �Serkowski law� �Serkowski et al��
	
�� ����� which gives the shape of the interstellar po�
larization as a function of wavelength�

A common problem in observations of intrinsic po�
larization is that of small contrast� Assuming an inter�
stellar polarization of 	! and an intrinsic stellar polar�
ization of about ��	! with a �ux�to�continuum ratio in
the line of 	�� then the continuum polarization is 	�	!
and the line polarization is 	��	!� For a �� detection
of this feature we need an internal accuracy of at least
����! per pixel� This means that a signal�to�noise ratio
of �����% is necessary� So� to observe not only bright
but also faint stars and to understand the nature of vari�
ability we need a large telescope for a reasonably long
run�

�B� Time�dependence

As an example Figure ��� shows the sketch of a star
with a radiatively driven wind containing clumps at ran�
dom time intervals in an equatorial plane with an ax�
isymmetric distribution� Integrated over the ensemble
of clumps at any time� the direction of the polarization
vector is more or less constant with time� If plotted
in a Stokes�Q�U diagram the data points for di�erent
clumps lie along a line� Each data point represents the
vectorial sum of a time independent interstellar polar�
ization vector and the intrinsic polarization vector with
temporal variations� The polarization position angle �
will remain constant� due to the geometry� If the in�
terstellar polarization is known� we could estimate the
true zero point for the intrinsic coordinate system and
hence the direction on the plane of the sky in which the
material is concentrated�

To obtain the shape of the data points in the Q�U
plane and thus to answer the question if there is a special
wind geometry and variability� many observations are
necessary�

�a In the case of random variability one always ob�
serves the preferred axis� but not vice versa� The pre�
ferred axis is always visible in the Q�U plane�

�b There will be a certain number of disk�like sys�
tems which exhibit random variability because they are
seen nearly pole�on� For such systems we can detect

random but not a preferred direction of variability�

�c If the atmosphere shows no temporal variability�
this only means that the wind is homogeneous� its geom�
etry would remain unknown� A steady�state disk would
not show polarization variations�

��� Intrinsic circular polariza�

tion

The creation of linearly polarized light is also possible
via cyclotron emission� As mentioned in ��� an elec�
tron captured by a magnetic �eld spins around the �eld
lines and emits Bremsstrahlung which is polarized� The
emitted wave oscillates perpendicularly to the �eld di�
rection� In the direction of the �eld the electrons emit
circularly polarized light� One refers to a transverse and
a longitudinal �eld for the �eld components perpendicu�
lar and parallel to the observer�s direction� respectively�
This means that if we see circularly �linearly polarized
light� we look �onto� the electrons with their spin par�
allel �perpendicular to the line�of�sight� As a result�
circularly polarized light is a relatively unambigous in�
dicator for intrinsic magnetic �elds� Linearly polarized
light is an indicator of scattering processes as well as
magnetic �elds�

The detection of magnetic �elds is done through the
observation of the Zeeman e�ect in spectral lines� The
energy levels of an atom in an external magnetic �eld
are split into �J � 	 sublevels� The energy di�erence
of these sublevels is &E � gehB���mc� were g is the
Land�e factor� As a result� the atomic lines are also split
and we call the components for which &M � �	 �quan�
tum number M for angular momentum the � compo�
nent and for &M � � we call them the � components�
These components are polarized� For a transverse �eld�
the � components are linearly polarized parallel to the
�eld and � components are polarized perpendicular to
it� For a longitudinal �eld the � components have op�
posite circular polarizations� whereas the � components
are not visible� This situation is represented in Fig�
��� from Landstreet �	
�
 ���� who published a review
about magnetic �elds in stars�

The di�erences between the analyzed line pro�les in
panel �c of Fig� ��� are the basis for the detection of
�elds which are too weak to distort the pro�les in �b�
Figure ��� represents an ideal case of clearly separated
longitudinal and transverse �elds� The real case is� in
general� more complex� As an example� Fig� ��� shows
the e�ect of changing the �eld orientation with time�

In his paper Landstreet discussed several techniques
of �eld measurements� photographic Zeeman polarime�

try� spectroscopy of stars with resolved Zeeman struc�

ture� photoelectric spectropolarimetry of metallic lines�
Balmer�line Zeeman analyzer and the transverse Zee�

man e�ect� In addition� Landstreet also discusses the
limitations of various methods of measuring longitudi�
nal �elds� An interesting e�ect arises when there is a
patchy distribution of material� In that case� elements
appear to be nonuniformly distributed on the stellar
surface and the measured e�ective �eld is di�erent for
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di�erent elements�

The geometries of magnetic �elds can be very com�
plex� Models are calculated for a centered dipole� a de�
centered one� a symmetric rotator� or a more complex
one� A list of well determined geometries in several stars
is given in Landstreet �	
�
 �����

In the last few years the technique of Doppler imaging
�the estimation of surface structures of an unresolved
star using the Doppler e�ect has made large advances�
It is also possible to derive surface information about
the distribution of magnetic �elds with the technique of
Zeeman Doppler imaging� This can be done with cir�
cularly polarized light� A description of this technique�
the basic principles� numerical simulations and technical
considerations are given in three publications by Semel
�	
�
 ��	�� Donati et al� �	
�
 �	�� and Semel et al�
�	

� �����

The basic principles of the analysis of polarimetric
measurements are given in the �rst paper by Semel
�	
�
 ��	�� If we assume a stellar disk� a�ected by two
magnetc spots of opposite polarities� with no relative
velocity to the observer� the sum of their circular po�
larizations would be reduced or cancelled out �see Fig�
��
� In the case of non�zero stellar rotation� the relative
velocities of the spots are separated due to the e�ect of
circular polarization� Then�

� the measured global magnetic �ux is reduced and
di�erential measurements may lead to the determi�
nation of the line�of�sight component of the mag�
netic �eld� and

� to increase the S#N of Stokes V � one may add the
signals from several lines� to increase the quality of
magnetic �eld measurements�

From the technical point of view� the application of
Zeeman Doppler imaging has some important require�
ments� �A Because of polarization rates of the order
of ��	 percent� the S#N ratio must be high� �B To see
small scale structures the spectral resolution should be
reasonably high� �C Spurious polarization levels should
be reduced to the level of the photon noise�

Semel et al� describe the double beam method with
a 
#� plate and a beam splitter in their publication and
its problems due to wavelength dependent di�erences
between the two intensities of the orthogonal states of
polarization�

�A� Time dependent e�ects

	� Doppler shifts between two observations due to ra�
dial velocity variations of stellar or terrestial origin�

�� Stellar rotation or variability which may cause
some spectral changes�

�� Drift in the spectrograph�

�� Variations of the star image �projected onto the
slit between successive exposures�

�B� E�ects in the double beam set�up�

In the case that two beams are measured on di�erent
CCD columns�

	� The sensitivity calibration of the detector pixels is
not known to the precision better then 	����

�� Aberrations in the optics may make the two spec�
tra slightly di�erent�

�� Misalignment of the detector may cause small
wavelength di�erences between the corresponding
pixels of the two spectra�
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Figure ���� Total counts� polarization in percent�
and position angle in degree versus wavelength for
EZCMa� measured at the AAT� Error bars are����
Changes across line pro�les� which are di�erent in
�ux and polarization� can be seen� P�FLUX is
the spectrum of the polarized counts after correc�
tion for interstellar polarization� Dashed lines mark
the positions of the observed line centers for HeII
���� �A and ���� �A in the count spectrum� �Schulte�
Ladbeck et al�� ����

Figure ���� Cartoon depicting a steady�state �disk��
The continuum polarization has a direction perpen�
dicular to the disk� Lines formed at increasing radii
exhibit decreasing amounts of polarization� but the
direction of the line polarization is the same as the
continuum polarization� Thus� at a given time� po�
larizations measured in the continuum and di�er�
ent lines lie along a straight line in the Q�U plane�
�Schulte�Ladbeck et al�� ����

Figure ���� Polarization from axisymmetric
�clumps�� When the polarization is measured at
di�erent times in a continuum �lter� individual data
points are found to fall along a line in the Q�U plane�
because the spatial distribution of the clumps has a
preferred plane� and thus there exists a preferred di�
rection of the polarization �Schulte�Ladbeck et al��
����
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Figure ��
� Wavelength dependence of emergent in�
tensity and polarization across a spectral line split
by a longitudinal �left� and a transverse �right�
magnetic �eld� �a� The splitting of a spectral line
for a �P� �

� D� transition� � components above
the line and � components below� with the lengths
of the bars indicating the strengths� �b� The ap�
pearence of the stellar absorption line with a �eld
present �solid� and absent �dashed�� �c� On the
left side� the line pro�le as seen in right �IR�
and left �IL� circularly polarized light� �c� On the
right side� the line pro�le seen in linearly polar�
ized light parallel �Ik� and perpendicular �I�� to the
�eld� �d� The net circular polarization �left��V �
�IL� IR���IL� IR�� and linear polarization �right�
�Q � �I��Ik���I��Ik� across the line �Landstreet�
�
�

Figure ���� Flux and circular polarization pro�les
of Fe II �������A in 
�Vir at several phases� The
points are observed data� while the smooth curves
are the predictions of the model� given in Land�
street ��
�� The pro�les clearly show the added
complexity which arises from the rotational broad�
ening of the line�
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Figure ��� The star can be divided into zones of
equal velocity� The light emerging from each zone
has a particular Doppler shift� In the spectrum�
the contributions from di�erent zones to a given
spectral line are separated by their Doppler shift�
Circular polarization due to the �rst magnetic spot
appears at X�� and the second at X� in the V pro�
�les� The same is true for all spectral lines� �a�
On the right� the two pro�les I � V and I � V
correspond to the two states of circular polariza�
tion� Their di�erence gives Stokes V � It has a par�
ticular shape easy to recognize� Each stellar spot
contributes such a signal to the spectrum at the
appropriate wavelength� �b� The observed circu�
lar polarization in the stellar spectrum� V� and V�
correspond to the lines � and � respectively� W�

and W� are the integrals of V� and V� respectively
�Semel� ����
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Chapter �

Spectropolarimetry of hot stars

According to the classical MK spectral classi�cation
system� the A� B and O stars represent the group of
hot or early type stars� Wolf�Rayet stars with their
strong spectral emission lines belong also to this group�
I discuss here what is known about each type in the
context of spectropolarimetry�

��� B and A stars

With temperatures of about �� ��� K � 	� ��� K �B� �
B
 type and 	� ��� K � ���� K �A� � A
 type� B and
A stars are those with the lowest surface temperatures
in the group of early�type stars� They exibit outmoving
atmospheres in the form of stellar winds� driven by their
radiation �eld� Wind velocities and mass loss rates are
generally much inferior to those of O or Wolf�Rayet stars
but are still signi�cant�

For a long time it was generally assumed that the
winds of early�type supergiants are spherically symmet�
ric� Meanwhile the common view is that they are rather
inhomogeneous and asymmetric� in general�

Taylor �	

� ���� presented optical spectropolarime�
try of the B	Ia stars �Cas and PCygni� The data were
obtained between 	
�
 and 	

	 at Pine Blu� Obser�
vatory� extended to the UV by the Wisconsin Ultravio�
let Photo�Polarimeter Experiment �WUPPE� the �rst
orbiting spectropolarimeter� For �Cas she reported a
variability in polarization �&P  of ��	�! which is lower
than previously determined variations� Hayes �	
��
���� detected variations of ����! in 	
�� and 	
���
whereas Lupie � Nordsieck �	
�� ���� measured ����!
in 	
�	 and 	
���

Taylor suggested that this reduced variability may in�
dicate that the material surrounding �Cas is becoming
more spherical with time�

The intrinsic polarization of PCygni varied by ���
!
while the position angle changed between �� and 	�
�

indicating that the scattering material is randomly
placed around the star� It is clear from these data� that
the distribution of circumstellar material is not spher�
ically symmetric� Time�dependent localized regions of
enhanced electron density are perhaps embedded in a
spherically symmetric global wind� These density en�
hanced regions propagate outwards�

R
n�edV becomes

smaller� and the shape of the polarization curve be�
comes �atter with time� The wavelength dependence

of the position angle in her data suggests that multiple
�blobs� may always exist in the wind�

��� Be stars

A very remarkable group under the B types are the Be
stars� These stars of luminosity class III�V are believed
to be fast rotators �Slettebak� 	
�� ����� so that a ra�
dial symmetric gravitation and radiation �eld cannot be
assumed� They show strong stellar winds �Dachs� 	
��
�	��� and narrow absorption components in their wind
emission line features� indicating an equatorial thin disk
of about �� stellar radii extension between a latitude in�
dependent material out�ow� Be stars show strong spec�
tral variations over timescales from hours to years�
A fundamental problem in explaining Be stars is the

coexistence of two totally di�erent mechanisms� �a The
latitude independent radialsymmetric wind has typical
temperatures of the order of 	�� K� with velocities of the
order of 	��� ' ���� km#s� whereas �b the equatorial
disc shows temperatures of the order of 	�	 K with no
out�ow �see e�g�� Fig� ��	 and Hanuschik� 	

� �����
After several e�orts to explain as many phenomena

as possible �e�g�� Rotation Model by Struve �	
�	 ��	��
NRP Model by Baade �	
�� ���� Elliptical Ring Model
by Huang �	
�� ��	�� a general explanation for the
creation of an equatorial disk has been given recently
by the self�consistent Wind Compressed Disk �WCD
Model of Bjorkman � Cassinelli �	

� ���� This has
been supported by Owocki� Cranmer � Blondin �	

��
who explain the steady�state behavior of the disk with
hydrodynamical simulations� The fundamental param�
eter of the WCD model is a threshold of the rotational
velocity Vrot for creating an equatorial disk� relative to
a wind terminal velocity V��
Because of this global deviation from radial symme�

try� Be stars are strong candidates for the detection of
linear polarized light due to electron scattering� From
the variability of the polarization level and its wave�
length dependence� we can investigate changes in the
disks of Be stars� Polarization �including line e�ects
serves as a probe of both the physical properties �den�
sity� temperature and composition and the geometry
�distribution of matter� The �rst polarimetric obser�
vations of a Be star were made by Behr �	
�
 ��� for
� Cas� with an indication of intrinsic variations� A po�
larimetric survey of several Be stars was presented by

�
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Clarke � McLean �	
�� �	�� and observations of � Cas
by Poeckert � Marlborough �	
�� ����� 	
�� �����

The �rst spectropolarimetric observation of a Be star
was made by Poeckert �Marlborough �	
�� ����� They
detected linear polarization across the H� line in � Cas
using the Poeckels cell polarimeter at the University of
Western Ontario 	��m telescope� They also presented
model calculations which indicate that changes of the
polarization position�angle are due to the disk�like en�
velope surrounding the Be star�

The observational results of Poeckert � Marlbor�
ough were qualitatively con�rmed �depolarization in the
lines� changes of the position angle two years later by
McLean et al� �	
�
 ����� They obtained linear polar�
ization of H� for the four shell stars �Cas� �Per� � Per
and � Tau with a 	�� element Digicon spectropolarime�
ter� In their con�guration they recorded a spectral
range of �� "A� For � Per Figure ��	 shows the normalized
intensity I� the polarization P in percent� and the posi�
tion angle �� Despite low precision the polarization over

Figure ���� Flux and linear polarization across H�
��A from centre� for �Per� The position angle �
is relative to the equatorial system� polarization in
percent� The error bars are ��� �McLean et al��
�
��

the rotationally broadened H� line with a strong central
disk�absorption is seen to decrease sharply towards line
centre� following the onset of unpolarized emission �ux�
as expected �see ���� Note� One should compare the
poor accuracy of these �rst data with those of Schulte�
Ladbeck et al� �	

� ���� in Fig� ��� around 	� years
later�

To visualize the separation between intrinsic and in�
terstellar polarization� McLean et al� �	
�
 plotted
the normalized Stokes parameters px � p cos �� versus
py � p sin �� as a function of wavelength across the
line� Because the interstellar polarization is expected
to be constant over �� "A� any deviation from a straight
line in the px ' py plane �a loop here should be due
to intrinsic polarization� The sense of this loop is ex�
pected to be related with the sense of rotation of the
star#envelope projected on the sky �Poeckert � Marl�
borough� 	
�� ���� and McLean� 	
�� ����� Figure ���
shows their corresponding px ' py plot for � Per�

Figure ���� Corresponding Stokes parameter dia�
gram for �Per� The points generated from the pre�
vious are averaged values over ��	� �A intervals and
are shown in uniform steps of ��	� �A� Arrows indi�
cate the direction of increasing wavelength and typ�
ical ��� error bars are shown� The lightly drawn
dashed line indicates the approximate mean direc�
tion of the intrinsic plane of polarization �McLean
et al�� �
��

Because of its brightness � Cas �mvis � ���mag is
the standard target among all Be stars and with twice
the resolution the same observation was made around
	� years later by Jiang et al� �	

� ����� who con�rmed
the behavior of the polarization over the line� They also
found that the polarization pro�le is much wider than
that of the emission line �ux� In addition� they modeled
the H� pro�le of the underlying star� They found that
linear polarization pro�les across emission lines are not
only a�ected by the emission from the disk� but also by
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the pro�le of the underlying stellar absorption feature�
Thus� the observed pro�le of linear polarization must
be also contain information about the central star�
Bjorkman �	

� ��� observed the Be star �Aqr over

a time interval of two years at Pine Blu� Observatory
between ����"A and ���� "A� The comparison of the time
dependent behavior of the H� equivalent width and
the mean polarization is seen in Fig����� It seems that

Figure ��	� Average polarization and H� equiva�
lent width of �Aqr plotted as a function of time
�Bjorkman� ����

changes of the polarization are correlated with changes
in H� equivalent width but there is no indication of a
correlation between the sign �i�e� increase or decrease
of the polarization change and the sign of the change
of the H� equivalent width� Figure ��� shows the be�
haviour of �Aqr in the Q�U plane� Each data point
gives the values of Stokes Q and U of an observation
during two years� As expected �see section ���� the
data for �Aqr� with a known equatorial disk� lie on a
straight line which gives also the position angle of the
polarization on the sky�
In a search for magnetic �elds in Be stars via the

Zeeman e�ect in the wings of H�� Barker et al� �	
��
��� could not detect any longitudinal magnetic �eld in a
sample of 	� Be stars� Nevertheless� large surface �elds
can escape detection because of geometry and orienta�
tion� This is explained in ����

��� Bp and Ap stars

Ap stars �Si or Sr�Cr�Eu and He�weak or He�rich Bp
stars are the only upper�main sequence stars which ex�
hibit well�established magnetic �elds� This fact makes
them standard targets for circular polarization obser�
vations� Typical observed longitudinal �eld strengths
range from �� 	�� G to �� 	�	 G�

Figure ���� Q�U diagram for �Aqr �Bjorkman�
����

Observations of peculiar A and B stars have been
made in linear as well as circular polarized light� As
an example for spectropolarimetric observations in the
Stokes V parameter� an important series of �ve papers
about spectropolarimetry of upper main sequence pecu�
liar �CP stars are considered�

Spectropolarimetry of magnetic stars�

I� Diagnostic contents of Stokes I and V line pro�les
�Mathys � Sten�o� 	
�� ��
��

II� The mean longitudinal �eld �Mathys� 	

	 �����

III� Measurement uncertainties �Mathys� 	

� ��	��

IV� The crossover e�ect �Mathys� 	

� �����

V� The mean quadratic magnetic �eld �Mathys� 	

�
�����

The bases of these papers arises from simultaneous
observations of Stokes I and V in 	� lines of Fe II and
�ve lines of Si II� carried out with the Cassegrain Echelle
Spectrograph �CASPEC at the ESO ���m telescope�

Including a description of CASPEC� the �rst publi�
cation �paper I describes the I and V line pro�les in
terms of simple parameters and investigates mutual de�
pendences on� and correlations with� atomic parameters
over a spectral range of about 	���"A with a resolving
power of �� ���� The sample target was the late Bp
�Si�Cr�Sr star HD	���	� with a well known� large lon�
gitudinal �eld of � � kG�

The mean longitudinal magnetic �elds �also often
called the e�ective magnetic �eld hHzi of the stars are
determined by using the �photographic technic� �pa�
per II� The wavelength shift of lines between spectra
simultaneously recorded in right and left circular polar�
ization is interpreted in terms of the mean longitudinal
magnetic �eld hHzi�
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R � 
L � �(g&
ZhHzi� ���	


R and 
L are the wavelengths of the centre of grav�
ity of the line in right and left circular polarized light�
respectively�


R �
	

W�

Z
rFR�

d
� ����

W� is the line equivalent width� rFR�
 is the relative
line depression in right circularly polarized line� (g is the
e�ective Land�e factor of the transition� and &
Z � k
��
is the Lorentz unit with 
� as the rest wavelength of
the transition and k � �����	����"A��G��� The mean
longitudinal �eld derived from this application is the
line�intensity weighted average over the visible stellar
disk�

hHzi �
	

W�FIc

Z ��

�

d�

Z ���

�

Hz cos� sin� d�

�

Z
�Ic � I�
�d
� ����

Here FIc is the �ux in the continuum at the line wave�
length� � and � are the coordinates on the stellar sur�
face� Ic and I�
 are� respectively� the local intensity in
the continuum and in the line� at the point ��� ��
With these tools� Mathys determined longitudinal

�elds for a sample of �� Ap stars with an accuracy of
� ��G in the best cases�

Discussing the measurement uncertainties �paper III
via statistical methods he then measured the Crossover
E�ect in his paper IV� This e�ect appears close to the
phases when the mean longitudinal �eld reverses its
sign� or �crosses over� from one polarity to the other�
An illustration is given in Fig� ����
One can see that

	� the lines look rather alike in both polarizations at
phase ������ close to the longitudinal �eld negative
extremum�

�� they are systematically sharper in right circular po�
larization than in the left one at phase ���		� close
to the positive crossover of hHzi� and

�� they are consistently broader in right circular po�
larization than in the left one at phase ���	�� close
to the negative crossover�

The nth�order moment of a line pro�le recorded in
Stokes V with respect to the wavelength 
� of the center
of gravity of the corresponding unpolarized pro�le is
de�ned as

R
�n�
V �
� �

	

W�

Z
rfv�
� 
��
� 
�

nd
� ����

were W� is the �unpolarized equivalent width of the
line and rfv is the line pro�le in the Stokes V parameter
rfv � �fVc � fV �fIc � fV is the �ux in Stokes V in the
line and fVc that of the neighbouring continuum� fIc
is the unpolarized �ux in the neighbouring continuum�

Figure ���� Portion of the spectrum of HD��	���
recorded in right �thin line� and left �thick line� cir�
cular polarization at three phases �Mathys� ����

Following this expression� he expressed the second�order
moment�

R
���
I � C � ��C

���
� �C

���
�  � ��C

���
� �C

���
� �&
�ZhH

�i�
����

hH�i is the square of the magnetic �eld modulus� in�

tegrated over the visible stellar disk� C
���
� and C

���
� are

quantities characterizing in a global manner the Zeeman
pattern of the considered transition� � is a parameter�
comprised between � and 	� and C is a constant� With
these expressions Mathys describes the crossover e�ect
in terms of the second order moment of the Stokes V
line pro�les� He shows that one can derive from these
measurements a quantity called the mean asymmetry
of the longitudinal magnetic �eld� which is the �rst mo�
ment of the component of the magnetic �eld along the
line�of�sight� about the plane de�ned by the line�of�sight
and the stellar rotation axis�

Finally� he measured the mean quadratic magnetic
�eld �paper V� which is the square root of the sum
of the mean square magnetic �eld modulus and of the
mean square longitudinal magnetic �eld

p
hH�i� hH�

z i
�the square root is used to have the more useful dimen�
sion of a magnetic �eld� The lower limit of detection of
quadratic �elds was of the order � kG and the observed
quadratic �elds range from � kG to �� kG�
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Table ���� Surface brightness weighted average of
longitudinal �eld strengths and standard deviation
�Barker et al�� �����

JD Be �
���������� �gauss �gauss

����� �		� 	��
����� ��	 		�
����� ��� ��

��� O stars

The most permanent luminous stellar objects are the O
stars� They exhibit strong� fast stellar winds of rela�
tively low opacity� driven by their strong radiation �eld�
Luminosities are found to be up to 	��L� �for O super�
giants with mass loss rates )M of up to � �	���M��
Terminal wind velocities �V� of up to ���� km#s are
found� Estimated surface temperatures are found to lie
up to � �� ��� K� In an evolutionary context� O stars
are the probable progenitors of Wolf�Rayet stars �see
����
Because of its brightness� � Puppis is the most ob�

served O star� and this will not change for polarimetry�
of course� In order to search for a magnetic �eld� Barker
et al� �	
�	 ��� tried to measure the longitudinal Zee�
man e�ect in the wings of H� of � Puppis� with a pho�
toelectric Pockels cell polarimeter� Their values of the
mean longitudinal detected �eld are given in Table ��	�
From these results only� one cannot conclude� that

a magnetic �eld is really present� Nevertheless� Barker
et al� argue that there may be much higher �eld val�
ues� which are possibly not detectable because of an
unfavorable combination of �eld geometry and stellar
orientation� If a v sin i of �	�km#s� given in earlier pub�
lications� is correct� � Puppis is seen almost equator�on�
For this orientation� possible �eld geometries are given
in Fig� ����
Using the expressions derived by Schwarzschild �	
��

��
� the centered dipole �eld with the dipole axis par�
allel to the rotation axis �case A yield no longitudinal
�eld measurements �Be � �� independently of the �eld
strength Bp at the pole� With an inclination i � ��

� it
is possible to have Bp � 	kG with Be � 	�� G�
Case B is common among the known magnetic stars�

a centered dipole with axis in the rotational equatorial
plane� Be will vary sinusodially and an observed Be �
	�� G implies a Bp � ��� G� Barker et al� could not
exclude this possibility for � Pup because of incomplete
phase coverage�
A quadrupole geometry with an alignment of the �eld

axis with the rotation axis �case C with a Be � 	�� G
implies a Bp � �'� kG� But no stars with predominantly
quadrupole �elds are known among the chemically pe�
culiar stars� and so they conclude� that it is not clear
how plausible a pure quadrupole model of � Pup might
be�

Linear spectropolarimetry at high signal�to�noise ra�
tio for the H� line of � Pup was presented by Harries
� Howarth �	

� ����� see also ����� Their polariza�

Figure ���� Three possible magnetic �eld geometries
for a rotating star with a magnetic �eld� measured
during a rotation period by an observer whose line�
of�sight lies near the equatorial plane ��� �a� Cen�
tered dipole with rotation and magnetic axes par�
allel� �b� Centered dipole with rotation and mag�
netic axes orthogonal� �c� Linear quadrupole with
an axisymmetric purely radial �eld in the equatorial
plane �Barker et al�� �����

Table ���� Polarization measurements from 	 ob�
servations� The statistical error on the line centre
and maximum emission measurements are ������
while the error in the continuum is ������ �Harries
� Howarth� ����

Date Line centre Emission Continuum
Mar� (q (u (q (u (q (u
	

� �! �! �! �! �! �!

	�th ���
� ����	 ����� ����� ����	 ���	�
	�th ���
� ���
� ����� ����� ����� �����

	�th ����� ����� ���	� ����
 ����	 �����

tion measurements are given in Table ���� which lists
the measured polarization in three bins� one ��"A bin at
the line centre ����� "A� one in the maximum of the line
emission at ����"A� and one over a line�free continuum
region at ���� � ����"A� The plots of the H� polariza�
tion spectra of � Pup for three consecutive nights are
given in Fig� ����

To establish the polarization enhancement they plot�
ted the data in the (q � (u � plane with �� errors �see Fig�
����

One can see that the di�erence between the polar�
ization of the line centre and the continuum is more
than ��� But nevertheless� this signi�cance should be
handled with care because of an instrumental correction
due to re�ections in the 
#� plate�

Recent ultra�high signal�to�noise spectroscopic mea�
surements of the HeII line of � Pup by Eversberg� L�epine
� Mo�at �	

� ��	� show outmoving micro�structures
in the strong O star wind� Assuming that these struc�
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tures are generated by �blobs� one clearly can expect
to detect linear polarization features�

��� Wolf�Rayet stars

Intense emission lines of various ionized elements are the
spectral characteristics of Wolf�Rayet stars� Beals
�	
�
 ��� realized that an extended� and rapidly ex�
panding atmosphere is responsible for these features�
Among all stable stars� WR stars reveal the strongest
mass loss via wind mechanisms� Typical mass loss rates
range from �� � 	�� 	���M� yr

��� with wind veloci�
ties of 	��� � ���� km#s �Willis� 	

	 ����� The Wolf�
Rayet winds are mostly opticaly thick� so the surface is
not visible� This means that the connection of spectral
classi�cation to photospheric core temperature is not
possible as for normal stars via MK classi�cation� and
the WR classi�cation is purely spectroscopic� WR stars
are highly luminous� evolved� hot� massive stars� in the
�nal state of their nuclear He burning� WR stars create
signi�cant quantities of heavy elements and enrich the
interstellar medium through mass�loss�

The evolutionary scenario of WR stars is still in dis�
cussion� But the idea of an O type progenitor is widely
accepted� Chiosi � Meader �	
�� �	�� thought that
WR stars are descendants of OB stars� Langer et al�
�	

� ���� suggest for MZAMS 	 ��M� the scenario
O 
 Of 
 H�rich WN 
 LBV 
 H�poor WN 
 H�
free WN 
 WC 
 SN� and Crowther et al� �	

��	��
predict O 
 Of 
 WNL�abs 
 WN� 
 WC 
 SN�

The latest review about Wolf�Rayet stars and their
winds is given by van der Hucht �	

� ���� and Hillier
�	

� ��
�� where also the so�called momentum problem

is explained� We de�ne the ratio � by�

� �
)M V�
L�c

�
Wind momentum

Radiation momentum
����

This number gives an indication of the e ciency at
which radiation momentum is imparted to the gas� Sin�
gle scattering delivers � � 	� Because � � 	 for many
Wolf�Rayet stars� multiple scattering must play a role�
This is probably no problem in a dense WR wind� so
that Owocki et al� �	

� ���� prefer to call this the
opacity problem rather than the momentum problem�
However� su cient opacity has yet to be accounted for�

The high degree of ionization in their winds coupled
with a clear strati�cation �Schulte�Ladbeck� Eenens �
Davis� 	

� ����� yield a large number of free electrons�
which can scatter stellar light and polarize it� Broad�

band polarimetry has led to a large amount of informa�
tion about WR stars� Here a group of eight papers�
�Polarization Variability among Wolf�Rayet Stars� I� �

VIII�� by St��Louis et al� �	
�� ����� Drissen et al��
�	
�� �	
�� St��Louis et al� �	
�� ����� Robert et al�
�	
�
a ����� Robert et al� �	
�
b ����� Robert et al�
�	

� ��
�� Drissen et al�� �	

� ����� and Mo�at �
Piirola �	

� is noted�

Brie�y summarized�

I� Results are considered for a complete sample of
southern WC stars brighter than 
th magnitude� Bi�
nary modulation was found in polarization� less stochas�
tic variability with faster winds� and it was suggest that
�blobs� can be more easily detected in low velocity� tur�
bulent winds�

II� This anticorrelation between stochastic polariza�
tion variability and wind velocity was con�rmed by the
study of the six brightest southern WN stars� No bi�
nary modulation was found in the known� long�period
WN� � O binary HD
����� as in the suspected WN�
� c �c � compact companion binaries HD��	�	 and
HD
�����

III� A new way to derive mass�loss rates of WR stars
in binaries was proposed� The estimation of the inclina�
tion of the system via polarization measurements led to
a correlation between )M and the mass of the WR star�

IV� Circular polarization in the continuum emission
of WR stars above an instrumental level of �V � ���	!
was not detected�

V� Con�rming the anticorrelation between stochastic
polarization variability and wind velocity for seven of
the eight bright Cygnus WR stars� they also developed
two models to explain the origin of blobs�

VI� The orbital inclination of the WR � O binary
V���Cygni was determined to be i � ������ in agree�
ment with other methods� Also� they con�rmed the
assumption of Chandrasekhar that strong polarization
variations should be visible during the eclipse of the WR
star by the O companion� The WR radius was predicted
to be � �R�� Note� An improved analytical model for
the eclipsing WR � O binary V���Cygni was presented
later �St�Louis et al�� 	

� ��
��

VII� Monitoring the three single WR stars WR	�
�WC�� WR�� �WN�� and WR�
 �WC
� they found
no signi�cant variation in WR	�� but for the other two
� � ����!� as expected for late�type WR stars�

VIII� Finally� observations of the two non�eclipsing
WC � O binaries HD 
�	�� and HD 	����� show vari�
ation in the continuum but none in the strong emission�
line complex of CIII#CIV � HeII� They deduce that
mainly light from the O companion scatters o� elec�
trons in a spherically symmetric wind and introduces
modulated orbital polarization�

St��Louis et al� �	

� ���� observed EZCMa with
the IUE satellite in their IUE MEGA Campain during
	� consecutive days� The observed variations suggest a
global wind structure pattern that remains quite stable
in the frame of the star� It can best be explained by
some kind of corotating interaction regions emanating
from hot �magnetically* active regions near the surface
of the stellar core�

The �rst spectropolarimetric observation of a Wolf�
Rayet star was made by McLean et al� �	
�
b ����
for EZCMa �WN� with the same instrument as for
their observations of Be stars �McLean et al�� 	
�
a
���� here in the range ����"A ' ����"A with ��"A reso�
lution �for the HeII ����"A line they obtained ��"A reso�
lution� That EZCMa shows strong variability is a well
known fact �e�g�� Robert et al�� 	

� ����� Serkowski
�	
�� ���� found a deviation from spherical symmetry
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from broadband polarization observations� The model
of Cassinelli � Haisch �	
�� �	�� then explained the
observed polarization with a disk�like structure� A non�
spherical atmosphere was established by McLean et al�
due to varying degrees of linear polarization in HeI�
HeII� NIII� NIV and NV lines� and from their data an
edge�on view can be excluded� Figure ��
 shows their
observed relative �ux IR� polarization P in ! and po�
larization angle � in degrees� Their plot of the data
in the Q�U plane �Fig� ��	� shows clearly that the in�
trinsic polarization over the spectrum is collinear� which
implies a density enhanced disk�like structure in the at�
mosphere �see Schulte�Ladbeck et al�� 	

� �����
In the �rst two of a number of spectropolarimetry pa�

pers� Schulte�Ladbeck et al� �	

� ���� and 	

	 ����
published the discovery of linear polarization variations
in the HeII wings of EZCMa obtained at Pine Blu�
Observatory in Wisconsin� Also for the �rst time� they
detected polarization loops in the Q�U plane� like those
seen in Be stars� This leads to the assumption that also
in this WR star an axisymmetric� electron scattering en�
velope could be the reason for this behavior �Fig� ��		�
From their data they suggest a rotating and expanding
disk�like density distribution around EZCMa�
In their second paper� Schulte�Ladbeck et al� �	

	

���� probe the wind structure of EZCMa through elec�
tron distribution as measured by spectropolarimetry�
They conclude that

	� the wind of EZCMA is not spherically symmetric�
because of a large amount of continuum polariza�
tion�

�� the polarization is due to electron scattering� since
the continuum polarization spectrum is �at at
most epochs�

�� the spectrum of continuum polarization may rise
into the UV� which is due to frequency�dependent
absorptive opacity in the helium continuum�

�� the continuum polarization has a large� quasi�
static component which can be explained with an
inclined�disk model� The disk extends rather far
into the wind� because it is seen also in line�forming
regions�

�� the preferred explanation for polarization varia�
tions is from density �uctuations in the wind�

�� line photons are electron scattered� since emission
lines are polarized� although not as strong as con�
tinuum light�

�� ionization strati�cation is seen in this star�

Recent results of Morel et al� �	

� ���� clearly show�
that the intrinsic variations are not caused by a com�
panion� EZCMa seems to be a single star�
The impression that the continuum polarization rises

into the UV was con�rmed by the �rst linear polariza�
tion spectrum of EZCMa and �Mus �WC� � O
��I
obtained in the region 	��� to ����"A by the Wisconsin
Ultraviolet Photo�Polarimeter Experiment �WUPPE
�Schulte�Ladbeck et al�� 	

�b ����� The continuum
polarization� measured in several bands from around
	���"A to �	��"A� reached about ���!� which con�rmed

the picture of a distorted wind in EZCMa� Although
�Mus shows variability in polarized light of about ���!
around a mean of 	���! at ��� �St��Louis et al�� 	
��
����� Schulte�Ladbeck et al� were able to �t their UV
data with a Serkowski �t for the interstellar polariza�
tion� The position angle did not change from one emis�
sion line feature to another� They conclude that the
intrinsic polarization of the �Mus system is not easily
distinguished from interstellar polarization�
Observations in visible light for HD	
	��� �WN�

showed similar results as for EZCMa �Schulte�Ladbeck
et al�� 	

�a �����
Strong wavelength�dependent continuum polariza�

tion� reduced polarization levels across emission lines�
a general deviation from spherical symmetry� localized
density changes� axisymmetric wind geometry and ion�
ization strati�cation�
One of the most recent works about spectropolarime�

try is the Ph�D� thesis of Harries �	

� ����� Among
others� he investigated 	� WR stars �mainly WN types
but also � WC stars� single and binary with state�of�
the�art techniques and telescopes� Among these stars
he found �line e�ects�� polarization variability across
their lines� in � single WN stars� 	 binary� and all � WC
stars� For a few single stars� he supports the claim of
non�spherical wind structure� either in an oblate form�
axisymmetric ellipsoid or disk�
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Figure ��
� The H� polarization spectra of � Pup�
�a� ��th March� �b� ��th March and �c� �
th March
�� �Harries � Howarth� ����

Figure ���� Q�U�diagram of the measured polariza�
tions� The polarization of the enhancement ��lled
squares�� the line centre ��lled triangles� and the
continuum ��lled circles� are shown� along with
their errors �dotted circles� �Harries � Howarth�
����

Figure ��� Relative �ux� polarization and polariza�
tion angle of EZCMa� Narrow band data obtained
in Nov� �
� are indicated with open circles� Error
bars are ��� �McLean et al� �
��
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Figure ����� Polarization of EZCMa in the wave�
length region ���� to ��
��A� Open circles indicate
data from �
�� Most likely interstellar values are
also given �McLean et al�� �
��

Figure ����� Interstellar corrected polarization data
in Q and U for EZCMa as a function of wavelength
across the HeII �����A line� The blue continuum�
the �rst bin on the blue line and the line center are
indicated by an open rectangle� a larger dot and by
an open diamond� respectively� �Schulte�Ladbeck
et al�� ����
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Chapter �

Theoretical considerations

One of the biggest challenges in explaining the nature
of hot stars is the modelling of their extended atmo�
spheres� It is very clear that the analytical calculations
are not only overwhelming in scope� but they just do
not exist� The environmental conditions in hot stellar
atmospheres are quite extreme� Electron temperatures
of some 	�� K with densities of Ne � 	�

�����cm�� led
very early to the insight that the assumption of local
thermal equilibrium �LTE is not a good approxima�
tion for such conditions� The exponential term in the
Boltzmann distribution is strongly dominated by the
temperature and the energy transport is mainly carried
by the radiation �eld of the star� We cannot deal with
the Planck function but have to start with the general
source function and� hence� the Saha equation is not
usable�

Thus� analytical methods need many approximations
for di�erent parameters and exact results are not avail�
able� Nevertheless� a signi�cant advance in developing
numerical tools and methods has been made and mod�
erate success in modelling stellar atmospheres has been
achieved� One of the latest accomplishments was the
�rst self�consistent model of a Be star and its equa�
torial disk by Bjorkman � Cassinelli �	

� ���� The
fundamental model parameter here is the fast rotation
of the star �Be stars are rapid rotators relative to the
stellar wind velocity� The question arises� whether this
is applicable to other types of stars too� Although disks
in hot star types other than Be�s is not seen� hot stars
could� nevertheless� show density enhancements above
the equator� Ignace et al� �	

� ���� investigated the
wind compression for a WN�� a B�e� and an AGB star in
a recent paper with the idea of a wind compressed zone
�WCZ over the equator� For the WR star� for instance�
they found that a rotation of 	�! of critical velocity
leads to a density enhancement of a factor 	����% with
a reasonable� shallow wind �� � �� From this point
of view� we can expect a deviation from spherical sym�
metry� which is supported by some spectropolarimetric
observations�

The following section will introduce examples for an�
alytical and#or numerical calculations of polarized light
and their results�

	�� Modelling of linear polar�

ization

Wood� Brown � Fox �	

� ���� analytically calculated
polarimetric line pro�les for optically thin envelopes
in the case of pure electron scattering in non�relativistic
bulk motion� with the assumption of a stellar point
source� To model wavelength dependent polarization�
one has to start with the knowledge of radiative trans�
fer in the envelope�
They used a single scattering approximation �opti�

cally thin and started with the time independent equa�
tion of radiative transfer for initially unpolarized light�
which can be written as�

+k � rI� � �sjs� � ���	

with +k as the unit vector from the scattering element
to the observer and I� the scattered Stokes vector I� �
�IS� � I

Q
� � I

U
� � I

V
� � �

s is the mass density of scatterers and
js� is the Stokes emission coe cient due to scattering�

js� �

Z

�

�s��R������ +k�� �� +kI��d$�� ����

�s�� is the scatterer opacity per unit mass� I�� is the
incident Stokes vector at frequency ��� $� is the solid
angle subtended at the scatterer by the source of radia�
tion and R������ +k�� �� +k is the phase matrix which gives
the probability of a photon of frequency ��� incident in
solid angle d$�� about direction +k�� being scattered with
frequency � into solid angle d$� about direction +k�
The phase matrix R� is wavelength independent for

electron scattering and we can write�

R�� � R

�
�

��

�
B�

�
�
�	 � cos� � �

�
sin� � � �

�
�
sin� � �

�
�	 � cos� � � �

� � cos� �
� � � cos�

�
CA

����

with � the scattering angle� � � +k� � +k�
Then ��	 has the solution

I� �

Z l�

l�

�SjS� dl� ����

�
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Figure ���� Intensity scattered from direction �k�
into the observer direction �k� The speci�c intensity
at earth� E� is obtained by integrating 	sjs� through
the scattering region from l� to l�� �i is the angle
beween the observer direction and the normal to
the surface at E� and  is the solid angle subtended
by the entire scattering region at the earth �Wood�
Brown � Fox� �	��

Figure ��	 shows a sketch for the scattering event�
The observed Stokes vector is the line integral of �SjS�

along the line�of�sight� +k� through the scattering region�
under the assumption of no additional scattering or ab�
sorption event�
The energy passing through area dA cos�i is given

by

F� �

Z



I� cos �id$� ����

where �i is the angle between the incident radiation and
the normal to the surface dA� The �ux vector becomes
F� � �F

S
� � F

Q
� � F

U
� � F

V
�  and the �ux is an integral over

the scattering region length and the solid angle�

F� �

Z



Z l�

l�

�SjS� cos �idl d$� ����

The scattering range is much smaller than the ob�
server�s distance D and if the area dA is perpendicu�
lar to the incident radiation then cos�i � 	� With
l� dl d$ � dV� we get�

F� �
	

D�

Z
V�

�SjS� dV�� ����

After a transformation for the entire scattering region
and the correction for a moving scatterer due to stellar
wind motion they found the following expressions for
the normalized Stokes parameters�

Q� �
FQ
�

FD
� � FS

�

� U� �
FU
�

FD
� � FS

�

� ����

FD
� is the direct �ux and F

S
� is the scattered �ux� For

a single scattering event FS
�  FD

� and one can write�

Q� �
FQ
�

FD
�

� U� �
FU
�

FD
�

� ���


where� in the point source approximation�

FD
� �

Z



I�d$ �
�R�

D�
I� � ���	�

R is the radius of the source �R  r� The Doppler
correction for the stellar wind is

� �

�
	� � � +k�

	� � � +k

�
��� ���		

They applied their method to Be stars� with a stellar
point source approximation and a scattering� optically�
thin� equatorial disk with inclination i to the observer�
They investigated a rotating and an expanding disk
with the velocity expressions

V��r � V�

�
R

r

����
���	�

and

Vr�r � V� � V�

�
	�

R

r

����
� ���	�

For a pure rotational disk the density distribution is

X
�r �

X
�

�
R

r

��
� ���	�

with
P

�
as the density at the star�disk boundary�

Their input line pro�le is a gaussian superposed on a
continuum at wavelength 
� with the intensity

I�� � I�

	
	 � � exp�

�

� � 
�

b

��

� ���	�


� is the wavelength emitted by the star � 
� is the
rest wavelength and 
b is the width of the stellar line�
After a Doppler correction between 
� and the observed
wavelength 
 with respect to the inclination of the star�
they get the Stokes parameters Q and U as

�
Q�

U�

�
�

P�	
	 � � exp�

�
�����
�b

��


�

Z
A�

�
	 � �e�fA�r	�	��g

�
�

� f�r

�
sin� i� �	 � cos� i cos ��
� cos i sin ��

�
dA�

r�

���	�

with the density distribution

P� �
��T

P
�

�� �
���	�

The area A� is the area of the disk minus the area
occulted by the star and the integral operator is
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Z
A�

�

Z 
D

�

Z ��

�

�

Z �

�

Z �������x�

������x�

� ���	�

with � � sec i for �D sec i and � � �D for �D � sec i�
with the radius of the disk �D in stellar radii�

With the input pro�le of photospheric origin� given
in Eq� ��	� with � � �� 
� � ����"A and 
b � �"A �Fig�
���� they calculated output pro�les Fig� ���� ��� and
��� for a pure Keplerian rotating disk� a pure expanding
disk� and an expanding and rotating disk� respectively�
Each plot is for a point source with and without oc�
cultation� Also their isowavelength�shift contours �Fig�
���� ��� and ��� are given�The stellar parameters are
�D � 	�� V� � ���km#s and V� � 
�km#s�

Figure ���� Initial photospheric broadened line pro�
�le at �����A �H�� normalized by continuum spe�
ci�c intensity �Wood� Brown � Fox� �	��

For optically thick envelopes� like Wolf�Rayet
winds� including electron�scattering and thermal opac�
ities� a qualitative model was developed by Schulte�
Ladbeck et al� �	

�a ���� in their paper about
HD	
	���� which is illustrated in Fig� ��
�

The basis of this model is the supression of polar�
ization due to multiple scattering� This means that al�
most all polarization is introduced by the last scattering�
which occurs above the es � 	 radius� They state that
inWR winds the radius at which the average photon of a
given wavelength is created from thermal emission �the
thermalization depth is di�erent from the last scatter�
ing radius� In the case of electron scattering as the ma�
jor contributor to the opacity� the stellar radius may be
de�ned as the distance where es � 	� For wavelengths
where bound�free and free�free opacities dominate elec�
tron scattering� a di�erent stellar radius is de�ned by
th � 	� The thermal opacities increase with wave�
length and so the stellar radius is larger in the IR than
in the UV�

A purely numerical model for optically thick lines to
interpret polarization observations of stars showing ex�
tensive winds such as LBVs and Wolf�Rayet stars has

Figure ��	� �a� Linear polarization and �b� posi�
tion angle� against wavelength for a pure Keple�
rian rotating disk� The solid curve is for a point
source without and the dashed curve is for a point
source with occultation e�ects included� The pairs
of curves are for inclinations 	��� ���� and ����
�Wood� Brown � Fox� �	��

been developed recently by Hillier �	

� ����� Allow�
ing for �a strati�cation e�ects� �b multiple scattering�
�c line formation processes which a�ect the line po�
larization due to di�erent opacities and �d frequency
redistribution due to bulk and thermal motions of the
scattering electrons� Hillier developed a transfer code
and an independent Monte�Carlo code which can test
the numerical code� Because circular polarization obeys
a di�erent and separate transfer equation from that of
the other three Stokes parameters and because electron
scattering does not create circular polarized light� he
did not discuss this case�

Starting with the source function for pure electron
scattering and a redistribution function� which describes
the scattering of light of one particular state �direction�
polarization and frequency into another state� he uses
wavelength dependent comoving frame transfer func�
tions� The boundary conditions are the following�

	� For rays striking the outer boundary the incident
radiation �eld is zero�

�� For rays striking an optically thick inner boundary
�such as a stellar surface� the di�usion approxima�
tion is adopted� or the outward intensity is speci�
�ed�
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Figure ���� Isowavelength�shift contours� ����
��

�

���� � constant� on a Keplerian disk viewed by an
observer inclined at ��� to the rotation �z� axis and
positioned at in�nity in the x�z plane� The hatched
region is the area of the disk occulted by the star�
The axes are labelled in units of stellar radii� The
short bars are the projections upon the sky of the
direction of vibration of the local polarization vector
for di�erent disk regions� The positive StokesQ and
U directions chosen for the entire system are also
shown� �Q�
 U�� �Wood� Brown � Fox� �	��

The solution technique for the polarized transfer
function at every point of the atmosphere proceeds as
follows�

	� Solve the continuum polarized transfer equation
for the continuum source function�

�� At the chosen grid point � solve the polarized trans�
fer equation for the continuum intensity along a
single ray�

�� Solve for the radiation �eld at all frequencies inte�
grating from the blue to the red�

�� Repeat procedures � and � for all rays passing
through the grid point�

�� Perform the frequency redistribution in order to
compute the �frequency� averaged moments neces�
sary for the computation of the electron scattering
source function�

�� Repeat steps �'� for all spatial grid locations�

�� Perform an Ng acceleration �Ng 	
�� ����� Auer
	
�� �	� if reqired�

Figure ���� �a� Linear polarization and �b� position
angle against wavelength for the disk velocity being
purely expansional �Wood� Brown � Fox� �	��

�� Repeat steps �'� until convergence of the electron
scattering source function has been obtained�


� Using a separate code� compute the polarized line
pro�les as a function of viewing inclination�

With this procedure� Hillier calculated polarization
line pro�les for the cases of �a pure electron scattering�
�b electron scattering with line opacity� �c Wolf�Rayet
models� �d the He II ��		 "A line� �e the He II 	��� "A
line� �f inclination e�ects and �g a �thick disk� with
a half opening angle of �� applied to WR stars� Stellar
rotation was neglected for this model which can lead to
non�zero �ux for Stokes U and to a variation in position
angle across the line�
One of his results is given in Fig� ��	� for the He II

��		 "A line of the Wolf�Rayet model�

Recent model calculations for multiple Thomson scat�
tering processes in optically thick atmospheres have
been published by Wood et al� �	

� ����� It was often
assumed that multiple scattering will reduce the polar�
ization� But as a very interesting result� they �nd that
multiple scattering in the envelope increases the polar�
ization above the �single scattering plus attenuation�
approximation� introduced in single scattering models�
The calculation� based on a Monte�Carlo simulation�

was applied to unresolved� axisymmetric geometries in
the plane�parallel atmosphere approximation� The cal�
culations were done for the following geometries�

� For geometrically thin disks� A �nite source plus
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Figure ���� Isowavelength�shift contours for the disk
velocity being purely expansional �Wood� Brown �
Fox� �	��

a geometrically thin disk�

� For geometrically thick disks� A �nite source plus
an ellipsoidal envelope�

� For polar jets and plumes� A narrow jet�

� For polar jets and plumes� A wide jet�

Wood et al� conclude that one has to be very careful
with constraints on circumstellar geometries from polar�
ization observations� if single scattering or point�source
approximations are used� Multiple scattering can have a
dramatic e�ect on the predicted polarization levels� even
reversing the sign �i�e�� causing a 
�� �ip in the position
angle� In addition� they found that point�source ap�
proximations yield lower polarization levels than �nite�
source approximations� in the case of multiple scattering
in optically thick environments� As an example� one can
easily see from Tables ��	 and ��� the di�erence between
point and �nite sources� The tables give the numbers in
percent of unscattered and scattered photons and the
average number of scatterings for both a �nite source
and a point source�

The largest deviations are found for large opacities at
the equator as well as at the pole�

	�� Modelling of circular po�

larization

The modelling of circularly polarized light concerns in�
ternal magnetic �elds� We have to �nd a connection
between the �eld strength B and Stokes V � An analyt�
ical approach has been done by Landstreet �	
�� ����

Table ���� Percentage of scattered and unscattered
photons and the mean number of scatterings for a
point source

eq pole unscattered scattered average
photons photons number of
in ! in ! scatterings

	�� ���	 
���� ���� 	�	�
��� ���� 
���� 
��� 	���
��� ���� ����� 	��
� 	���
��� ���� ����� 	���� 	���
��� ���� ���	� 	���� 	���
��� ���� ���	� 	
��� 	���
��� ���� ����� �	��� 	�
�
��� ���� ���
� ����� ����

�� ���
 ����	 ����
 ��	

	��� ��	� ����� ����� ���	

Table ���� Percentage of scattered and unscattered
photons and the mean number of scatterings for a
�nite source
eq pole unscattered scattered average

photons photons number of
in ! in ! scatterings
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���
 ��
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Figure ��
� �a� Linear polarization and �b� position
angle against wavelength for a rotating and expand�
ing disk �Wood� Brown � Fox� �	��

in the context of a search for magnetic �elds in upper�
main sequence stars� A strong argument for the exis�
tence of �elds in upper�main sequence stars comes from
the tremendous �elds of pulsars �B � 	��� � 	��� G
and white dwarfs �B � 	��G� If stars with masses
within the range � to � M� collapse to pulsars with
such �elds� their initial �eld must have values of the
order 	�� � 	��G�

To estimate the strength of a magnetic �eld from ob�
servations of circularly polarized light� we have to start
with the expression

I�
�� � B��	 � � cos ��	 � ���� ���	


and

V �
�� � B�� cos�&
B cos��
��	 � ���

� &
B cos�dI�
���d
 �����

where B� is a constant� &
B is the Zeeman separa�
tion� � is the angle between the magnetic �eld vector
and the line�of�sight� � is the angle between the lo�
cal surface normal and the line�of�sight� � is the ratio
of line to continuum opacity� and � is a constant� In
the case of spatially unresolved stellar light� we have to
integrate these equations over the visible hemisphere�
But then� the polarization pro�les from various parts of
the disk will be Doppler shifted due to stellar rotation�
Also � and &
B vary over the stellar disk� Landstreet�s

Figure ���� Isowavelength�shift contours for a ro�
tating and expanding disk �Wood� Brown � Fox�
�	��

approximation is to ignore the Doppler shift of the po�
larization pro�les with the assumption of a small &
i
compared to the velocity broadening of the line� Fol�
lowing this approximation� integration gives

(I �
	

�

Z ��

�

d,

Z ���

�

cos � sin�I�
��d� ����	

and

(V �
	

�

Z ��

�

d,

Z ���

�

cos� sin�&
B cos���� �

��dI�
���d
�d� �����

A line�strength weighted e�ective �eld� which is more
strongly weighted toward the center of the stellar disk
than the usual limb�darkening weighted e�ective �eld�
implies that a longitudinal �eld measured by the Zee�
man e�ect will sample the �eld more strongly at the
disk center� where the line is strong� Introducing the
instrumental broadening function F �
� 
� Landstreet
found

d(I��
�d
 �

Z
F �
� 
��d(I�
��d
��d
�� �����

and

(V��
�(I� � &
l�d(I��d
�(I� �����

The last equation has been generally used to inter�
pret photoelectric Zeeman polarization measurements�
and Landstreet found that it is �with some restrictions
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approximately valid even in the presence of a nonuni�
form magnetic �eld and instrumental line broadening�

A numerical simulation of Zeeman�Doppler imaging
to detect magnetically active late�type stars is given by
Donati et al� �	
�
 �	��� The general hypothesis was
�a the star is assumed to be spherical and rotates as a
rigid body� �b the local pro�le is assumed to be identi�
cal all over the stellar photosphere� and �c the observed
magnetically sensitive line is a triplet�
For instance� they calculated that in a star with

v sin i � �� km#s� a line at ���� "A with g�� can be used
to detect a 	��� G single magnetic spot covering 	�! of
the visible surface� provided S#N 	 ��� per ����"A pixel�

Figure ��� Optically thick wind model with an el�
lipsoidal density distribution and an observer lo�
cated in the equatorial plane� �a� The radius of
creation� �th��� � �� at a given frequency is di�er�
ent from the radius of last scattering �es � �� For
all photons with �th���  �es � ��e�g�� at �����A��
the radius of the star is the same� namely the radius
of last scattering� at long wavelengths �e�g�� ��m�
the photons are created outside the �es � � layer�
�b� Inside the �es � � radius� multiple scattering de�
stroys the polarization� The maximum polarization
is reached at �es � �� The observer sees a polar�
ized star� �c� The radius of the star is a function
of wavelength� Emission lines �e�g�� of HeII� are al�
ways formed at larger radii than the continuum�
�d� The larger the formation radius� the smaller
the electron�scattering optical depth from the ra�
dius out to in�nity and the smaller is the polariza�
tion �continuum and lines�� Note the prediction of
a turnover in the polarization spectrum depending
on wind density �ne or n

�
e� �Schulte�Ladbeck et al��

��a��
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Figure ����� The normalized He II ���� �A line pro�
�le F��Fc� the polarized �ux Fq�Fc in percent� and
the percentage polarization P � Fq�F�� Note
the enhanced polarization in the red line wing�
and the strong depolarization across the line� The
solid curve illustrates the results obtained with the
Monte�Carlo code� with statistical error bars of ���
indicated �Hillier� ����



Chapter �

Practical considerations


�� The Mueller calculus

The Mueller calculus �Mueller 	
�� is a matrix�
algebraic method of specifying a beam of light and the
optical devices encountered by the beam� and comput�
ing the outcome� If light passes a number of polarizers
and#or retarders� conventional algebraic methods be�
come extremely complicated� the arithmetic required is
voluminous and the procedure is di�erent for each dif�
ferent problem� The Mueller calculus on the other hand
uses the fact that it is possible to

�a condense all the necessary parameters for describ�
ing a light beam� polarizer� retarder or scatterer
into a single package at a time� and

�b to provide a set of rules where the result of in�
terposing any number of optical elements can be
determined by multiplying the used packages in a

standard manner�

Thus the outcome of any experiment can be deter�
mined by a �xed procedure� selecting the appropriate
packages from a table and simply multiplying them to�
gether�

The standard light beam description is simply a four�
parameter Stokes vector �I�Q�U� V 

and optical devices �polar�
izer� retarder� etc� are
described by the so called
Mueller matrix� a � � �
transformation matrix� For
ideal devices most of the ele�
ments are zero� which makes
the calculation very easy�

The individual matrix

deals not only with the composition of the device but
also with its orientation� For instance� a linear polar�
izer with a horizontal transmission axis has a di�erent
Mueller matrix than a linear polarizer which is turned
by some degrees�

The Mueller calculus follows the rules for matrix�
algebra and the vector representing the incident beam
must be written �at the right��

For example� the calculation of the Stokes paramaters
of a beam which passed a retarder followed by a polar�
izer is described in matrix�algebra by�

�
B�

I �

Q�

U �

V �

�
CA �

�
B�

p�� p�� p�� p�	
p�� p�� p�� p�	
p�� p�� p�� p�	
p	� p	� p	� p		

�
CA

pol

�

�
B�

r�� r�� r�� r�	
r�� r�� r�� r�	
r�� r�� r�� r�	
r	� r	� r	� r		

�
CA

ret

�

�
B�

I
Q
U
V

�
CA

���	


�� The retarder matrix

A general description of Mueller matrices for retarders
and polarizers was given by Serkowski �	
�� ��	�� By
cutting a calcite or quartz crystal parallel to its optical
axis one can produce an optical element which intro�
duces a phase�shift between the two components of the
E vector vibrating in the planes of the l and r direction�
The introduced phase�shifts

 � �l � �r ����

are 	��� and 
�� for a 
�� and a 
�� plate� respectively�

If the redardation plate is rotated counterclockwise
by the angle �� the retardation matrix acquires the
form

R �

�
B�
	 � � �
� cos� �� � sin� �� cos  �	� cos   cos �� sin �� � sin �� sin 
� �	� cos  cos �� sin �� sin� �� � cos� �� cos  cos �� sin 
� sin �� sin  � cos �� sin  cos 

�
CA
����

In this context one can easily calculate the Mueller
matrices for an ideal plate of isotropic� nonabsorbing
glass �M�� for an ideal plate of isotropic� absorbing
glass whose transmittance is k �M�� and for a totally
absorbing plate �M� �

M� �

�
B�
	 � � �
� 	 � �
� � 	 �
� � � 	

�
CA

	�
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����

M� �

�
B�

k k k k
k k k k
k k k k
k k k k

�
CA

����

M� �

�
B�
� � � �
� � � �
� � � �
� � � �

�
CA

����


�� The polarizer matrix

An ideal polarizer� which transmits only the vibrations
in the plane making an angle �� has the following form�

P �
	

�

�
B�

	 cos �� sin �� �
cos �� cos� �� cos �� sin �� �
sin �� cos �� sin �� sin� �� �
� � � 	

�
CA
����

In the case of an element which splits the two mutu�
ally perpendicular beams� that are phase shifted by the
angle  after passing the retarder �e�g�� a Nicol prism�
the polarizer matrix acquires a simple form� For the
ordinary Beam� indicated by k� we have � � �� and
for the extraordinary beam� indicated by �� we have
� � 
��� Then the Mueller matrices become�

Mk �
	

�

�
B�
	 	 � �
	 	 � �
� � � �
� � � �

�
CA

����

M� �
	

�

�
B�

	 �	 � �
�	 	 � �
� � � �
� � � �

�
CA

���


A number of di�erent beam�splitting analyzers is
shown in Fig� ��	�

(f) (g) (h) (i) (j)

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 
��� Beam!splitting analyzers� �a� plane�
parallel calcite plate� �b� double calcite plate� �c�
double Rochon prism� �d� Glan�Foucault prism
�modi�ed by Archard and Taylor�� �e� Glan�
Thompson �Foster� prism� �f� thin��lm polarizing
beam�splitter� �g� Rochon prism� �h� Senarmont
prism� �i� Wollaston prism� �j� three�wedge Wol�
laston prism� The directions of light beams and
the directions of crystallic optical axes are indi�
cated by arrows� the circled crosses denote the op�
tical axis perpendicular to the plane of the drawing
�Serkowski� �
���
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�� The William�Wehlau�

Spectropolarimeter

The William�Wehlau�Spectropolarimeter y �we also call
it �The Stokes Meter� is a combination of a retarder
consisting of two 
#� plates and a Wollaston Prism as
polarizer� leading into a CCD spectrograph� The in�
strument was developed and built at the University of
London#Ontario in collaboration with the Universities
of Brandon#Manitoba and Montr�eal#Qu�ebec� Figure
��� shows the design of the polarimeter unit and Figure
��� the open polarizer in the laboratory�

aperture

focus
telescope 

collimator

quarter-wave
plates

(independently rotatable)

collimator

ordinary
beam

extraordinary
beam

spectrograph
to the

(removable)
prism

Glan-Taylor

fibers

Wollaston
prism
(fixed)

Figure 
��� Simple sketch of the Stokes�Meter�

At the heart of the instrument are the two 
#� plates
which act as retarders and introduce a 
�� shift between
the mutually orthogonal components of the partially po�
larized beam� Figure ��� shows one of these plates in
the center of a worm removed from the Stokes Meter�
while Figure ��� shows both plates installed in the in�
strument�

The plates are rotatable via stepping motors to dif�
ferent angles � �see chapter ���� They are controled by
a software written in C�� by N� Piskunov and imple�
mented on a personal computer� After passing the two
plates� the retarded beam crosses the polarizer which is
here a Wollaston Prism� were the beam is split into an
ordinary beam �which follows the refraction law and
an extraordinary beam �which does not�

The two beams then reach the two �bers which feed
the spectrograph slit� The light path in the spectro�
graph is identical with the standard way to obtain a
spectrum� except that we now have two spectra� that
of the ordinary beam� Io�
� and that of the extraordi�
nary beam Ie�
� aligned parallel on the detector� From
these wavelength dependent spectra� Ik �parallel and
I� �perpendicular� we can� by combining data for var�

yAfter the principal investigator William Wehlau� Pro�
fessor at the University of Western Ontario �UWO
 ���� �
����
� deceased�

Figure 
�	� View onto the Stokes�Meter optics�

ious combinations of orientations of the 
#� retarders�
obtain the four Stokes parameters Itotal�
�Q�
� U�

and V �
 via the Mueller calculus�

To test for cross talk between the beams and for pos�
sible non�linearity in the 
#� plates� a removable Glan�
Taylor prism which produces nearly 	��! linearly po�
larized light at all optical wavelengths is installed in
front of the retarders� Fast axes of 
#� plates must �rst
be aligned with the axis of the Wollaston prism� This
can be automatically done by the computer program�

Following the Mueller calculus and the rules for ma�
trix algebra� we can calculate the four Stokes param�
eters for this arrangement with  � 
�� for both 
#�
plates� With A and and A� as the Stokes vectors before
and after passing the retarder plates R� and R�� and
the polarizer P� we use the Ansatz �cf� ��	�

A� � P�R� �R� �A ���	�

Following this expression for di�erent angular posi�
tions of the optical elements� we get a number of result�
ing equations for the �nal� observed Stokes parameter
I that contains all the information we need on I� Q� U
and V of the original beam �A� If we indicate the in�
tensity with the angular values of retarder one� retarder
two and the position of the polarizer �k or �� in this
order� F as the time�dependent variation �e�g�� seeing�
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Figure 
��� One �"� �retarder� plate removed from
the Stokes�Meter�

Figure 
��� The �"� plates and the stepping motors
placed in the polarizer unit�

transparency� and G the angular position dependent
gain factor� we have� for instance�

I ��	�	k � 	���I �QF�	�Gk ���		

I ��	�	� � 	���I �QF�	�G� ���	�

I �	�		�	k � 	���I �QF	�		�Gk ���	�

I �	�		�	� � 	���I �QF	�		�G� ���	�

I ��		�	k � 	���I � UF�		�Gk ���	�

I ��		�	� � 	���I � UF�		�G� ���	�

I ��	�	�	k � 	���I � UF�	�	�Gk ���	�

I ��	�	�	� � 	���I � UF�	�	�G� ���	�

I ��	�	�	k � 	���I � V F�	�	�Gk ���	


I ��	�	�	� � 	���I � V F�	�	�G� �����

I �	�	�	k � 	���I � V F	�	�Gk ����	

I �	�	�	� � 	���I � V F	�	�G� �����

With these equations we can easily get the intensity�
normalized Stokes parameters Q� U and V �

Q

I
�

RQ � 	

RQ � 	
�����

U

I
�

RU � 	

RU � 	
�����

V

I
�

RV � 	

RV � 	
�����

with

RQ �

s
I �
�	�	k

� I �	�		�	�

I ��	�	� � I
�
	�		�	k

�����

RU �

s
I �
�		�	k

� I ��	�	�	�

I ��		�	� � I
�
�	�	�	k

�����

RV �

s
I �
�	�	�	k

� I �	�	�	�

I ��	�	�	� � I
�
	�	�	k

�����

Note that these double ratios are impervious of both
time dependent variations and spatially dependent gain
factors� as long as the two beams are obtained simul�
taniously on the same part of the detector each time�
They should therefore be purely photon�noise limited�
The intensity I within a constant is easy to get from
a simple addition of corresponding pairs of equations�
after appropriate determination of the gain factors by
�at��elding� Also note that any of the angles � of the

#� plates can be replaced by � � 	��� with identical
results� providing the surfaces of the plates are not in�
clined to the optical axis �Serkowski� 	
�� ����� If the

#� plates are not exactly  � 
��� the above equations
must be modi�ed� this can be done for small deviation
from  � 
���
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Conclusions and �nal remarks

Because of the di�erent mechanisms of producing
linear and circular polarization� we have the tools to
detect two di�erent e�ects� The detection of linear
polarization leads to general information on the ma�
terial geometry in the circumstellar environment�
caused� e�g�� by turbulence of the wind and devia�
tion from spherical symmetry� or ionization strati�
�cation� The detection of circular polarization tells
us about magnetic �elds and their geometry� Such
�elds have been detected so far only in peculiar B
and A stars�

These tools support the picture of a turbulent�
non�isotropic wind� which shows deviation from
spherical symmetry and ionization strati�cation�

The advantage of spectropolarimetry lies mainly
in the detection of di�erent wavelength ranges� and
that means in the context of hot stars� the detection
of di�erent ionization stages in di�erent distances
from the stellar surface� Thus� it should be possible
to get a three�dimensional image of the target star�
That is not otherwise possible� Applied to Be stars�
detection of polarization of the disk lines leads to
improved understanding of the connection between
photospheric processes and the disk itself� how can
we understand the observed oscillation of the disk�
which comes and goes in timescales of years in the
frame of a stable wind�compressed disk# For Wolf�
Rayet stars� with their hidden surface� what is the
connection between the surface and the wind# Is it
possible to get a deeper view into the optically thick
envelope# How far can we detect and describe the
�elds of magnetic stars# Is it possible to detect mi�
cro�eld structures near the surface# Can we detect
magnetic �elds in Wolf�Rayet stars and if yes� what
role do they play in the frame of stellar winds#

The theoretical background of both linear and
circular polarization is still not well developed�
Numerical calculations have yielded signi�cant
progress in understanding the geometry and struc�
ture of magnetic �elds in hot stars� For instance� in
the qualitative model of Schulte�Ladbeck et al�� a
reduction of polarized light was assumed if multiple
scattering plays a role� whereas the numerical cal�
culations of Wood et al� show that this is not the

case�

There are still very few observations in spectropo�
larimetric mode and many questions which have to
be answered� but the application is clear� Hot stars
are worthy targets for polarization diagnostics�

A technique which uses new ways to increase our
understanding of nature can have a tremendous im�
pact� This happened with the development of semi�
conductors for imaging techniques� like the Charge
Coupled Device �CCD�� and with building adap�
tive optics for astronomical telescopes� The open�
ing of new spectral windows like gamma� and x�rays
at short wavelengths or microwaves at long wave�
lengths� created whole new areas for astronomical
research�

As shown� the spectropolarimetric work applied
on hot stars has been quite successful� The con�
�rmation of turbulent structures in stellar winds�
equatorial density enhancements and disks� via lin�
ear polarization� and magnetic �elds �dipole� or
more complex� quadrupole �eld structures� via cir�
cular polarization are just two examples� Zeeman
Doppler imaging can yield �magnetic surface maps�
for di�erent elements�

Theoretical considerations are still relatively pre�
liminary� for instance� that multiple scattering can
yield higher amounts of polarization is a very recent
result�

The next step will lead in the direction of simul�
taneous measurements of both linear and circular
polarized light� Combined with high signal�to�noise
observations it should be possible to detect mag�
netic �elds in other then only magnetic stars� along
with the extended structures �in linear polarization�
which cause them� If this will be possible a strong
impact on the model of magnetically driven winds
can be expected�

After spectropolarimetric �snapshots� over only a
few days� long�term coverage is necessary to under�
stand wind interactions in hot star binaries� And�
�nally� using the knowledge of wind strati�cation
a better calibration of the velocity law should be
attanable�
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One problem still remains� the small contrast� To
detect magnetic �elds down to less than ���Gauss
not only in the brightest stars requires a reasonably
large telescope� On the other hand� large telescopes
with polarizer units do exist �e�g�� ESO"CASPEC�
AAT� Herschel and Keck�� but generally only for
linearly or circularly polarized light�
The development and construction of the

William�Wehlau�Spectropolarimeter will give a
unique opportunity to �ll this gap� The weight of
the polarizer unit is less than 	�kg� so it is easy
to transport and also small telescopes can accomo�
date it at the Cassegrain focus� In addition� the
double��ber can feed any standard spectrograph�
which makes it usable at most observatories�
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�	

Postscriptum

During the annual Hot Star Meeting of
the Universities of Newark�Delaware and
Montreal�Quebec in June ����� Owocki
������ in preparation	 presented new results
of numerical calculations for fast rotating
oblate Be stars
 In these calculations non�
radial line�forces are also considered

In disagreement with the Wind Com�

pressed Disk Model of Bjorkman �
Cassinelli� who assumed a radial�symmetric
line�force� Owockis calculations can not

create an equatorial disk�
That means� the observed disk is still not

well explained and magnetic �elds� possibly
measureable with spectropolarimetric tools�
could be the key for understanding Be stars



